
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Crawford & Company® appoints James Rayner as Global Relationship Leader 

LONDON (27 February 2020) – Crawford & Company® (NYSE: CRD-A and CRD-B), the world’s largest publicly 

listed independent provider of claims management solutions to carriers, brokers and corporates, has 

announced the appointment of James Rayner as global relationship leader for multi national corporate 

clients within Crawford’s Global Client Development team. 

 

In the role, Rayner will be responsible for generating opportunities for growth through the development and 

implementation of strategic, corporate account planning and by further strengthening relationships at both 

the executive and C-suite level of the insurance community which serve these major corporates. In addition, 

he will explore opportunities to develop and introduce new innovative solutions by capitalizing on the range 

of capabilities and technologies across Crawford. Rayner will report to Benedict Burke, chief client officer, 

Global Client Development. 

 

The appointment forms part of the company’s ‘One Crawford’ ethos which focuses on the seamless 

integration of the expansive capabilities and services that Crawford provides to deliver more comprehensive 

solutions to its clients. In May 2019, the company announced the appointments of Caroline Pritchard and 

Tenesha Frazier-Levett as global relationship leaders for their global carrier and broker relationships. 

 

Rayner brings almost 30 years of client relationship and loss adjusting experience to the position, with a 

strong track record in managing relationships with major corporate, carrier and broker clients. Most 

recently, he was vice president of Global Client Development at Crawford, having joined the company in 

2015. Prior to this, he was a director and head of Global Markets at GAB Robins. 

 

Commenting on the appointment, Burke said: “James is a fantastic addition to our team of global 

relationship leaders and his promotion to this role is fully deserved. He brings a wealth of experience gained 

from working directly with many of our largest clients and is highly adept at developing bespoke solutions 



that marry the huge range of capabilities we offer at Crawford.  Our steadfast commitment to working 

closely with companies and interacting at the strategic level ensures we are better able to develop more 

comprehensive, innovative and responsive solutions that are fully aligned with their overall business 

objectives.” 

 

About Crawford 

Based in Atlanta, Ga., Crawford & Company® (www.crawfordandcompany.com) Crawford & Company (NYSE: 

CRD-A and CRD-B), the world's largest publicly listed independent provider of claims management and 

outsourcing solutions to companies and self-insured entities, with an expansive global network serving 

clients in more than 70 countries. The Crawford Solution® offers comprehensive, integrated claims services, 

business process outsourcing and consulting services for major product lines including property and casualty 

claims management, workers compensation claims and medical management, and legal settlement 

administration. The Company’s shares are traded on the NYSE under the symbols CRD-A and CRD-B. 
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